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Abstract: An important statistical task in disease mapping problems is to identify out-
lier/divergent regions with unusually high or low residual risk of disease. Leave-one-out
cross-validatory (LOOCV) model assessment is a gold standard for computing predictive
p-value that can flag such outliers. However, actual LOOCV is time-consuming because one
needs to re-simulate a Markov chain for each posterior distribution in which an observation
is held out as a test case. This paper introduces a new method, called iIS, for approximating
LOOCV with only Markov chain samples simulated from a posterior based on a full data
set. iIS is based on importance sampling (IS). iIS integrates the p-value and the likelihood of
the test observation with respect to the distribution of the latent variable without reference
to the actual observation. The predictive p-values computed with iIS can be proved to be
equivalent to the LOOCV predictive p-values, following the general theory for IS. We com-
pare iIS and other three existing methods in the literature with a lip cancer dataset collected
in Scotland. Our empirical results show that iIS provides predictive p-values that are al-
most identical to the actual LOOCV predictive p-values and outperforms the existing three
methods, including the recently proposed ghosting method by Marshall and Spiegelhalter
(2007).
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1 Introduction
In disease mapping, especially for mapping rare diseases, the observed disease count may
exhibit extra Poisson variation. Hence, the standardized mortality ratios (SMRs), a basic
investigative tool for epidemiologists, may be highly variable. Subsequently, in maps of
SMRs, the most variable values, arising typically from low population areas, tend to be
highlighted, masking the true underlying pattern of disease risk. To address the issue of
such overdispersion, the field of disease mapping has flourished in the last decade with a
variety of estimation methods and spatial models for latent levels of the model hierarchy.
In particular, there have been many developments related to Bayesian hierarchical models,
which allow the risk in an area to borrow strength from neighboring areas where the disease
risks are similar to produce maps of “smoothed” estimates of disease rates; see for example
Besag et al. (1991); Clayton and Bernardinelli (1992); Lawson et al. (2000); Best et al. (2005).
Identification of outlier (or divergent) regions with unusually high or low residual risk of a
disease is an important statistical task. There are a few reasons to hunt outlier regions. One
is to check whether an assumed model captures adequately the overall pattern of residual
heterogeneity in disease risk across the map. If there are many outlier regions, it will indicate
that the model need to be improved. Another reason is that the identification of outlier
regions provides a guideline for practical investigation because these regions represent “hot-
spots” or “cold-spots” of the disease. More discussions of the importance of outlier detection
can be found from Stern and Cressie (2000), Marshall and Spiegelhalter (2003), Marshall
and Spiegelhalter (2007) and the references therein.
One approach to identifying outliers is to compute a predictive p-value for each region.
The p-value represents the probability that a replicated (predicted) observation can be larger
(or smaller) than the actual observation in a region. There are a number of methods that
were proposed to compute such predictive p-values. One method is to apply the idea of pos-
terior checking of Gelman et al. (1996), that is, finding the p-value based on the predictive
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distribution that integrates a likelihood over the posterior distribution of the parameters
given the full dataset. The posterior checking is very easy to use. However, the posterior
checking double-uses the actual observations — a predictive distribution learned from the
actual observations is used to test the observations themselves. This leads to the so-called
optimistic bias—the actual observations appear more predictable by the model. The conse-
quence is that posterior checking p-values are concentrated around 0.5 rather than uniformly
distributed on the interval (0,1); see Gelman (2013). An appropriate method should have
different datasets for obtaining a predictive distribution and for testing the predictive distri-
bution. Cross-validatory methods separate a dataset into two parts for these two different
purposes. Stern and Cressie (2000) proposed to use leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV)
for computing predictive p-values. However, the actual LOOCV is time-consuming because
one needs to re-simulate Markov chain for each posterior distribution in which an observa-
tion is held out as a test case. Stern and Cressie (2000) suggested the method of importance
sampling (IS) (Gelfand et al., 1992) to approximate the LOOCV p-values using MCMC
samples from the posterior based on the full dataset. However, it is notorious that IS may
have large bias and variance (Peruggia, 1997; Epifani et al., 2008; Vehtari and Lampinen,
2002). A recent proposal for computing predictive p-values in models with latent variables
is the ghosting method by Marshall and Spiegelhalter (2003, 2007). The ghosting method
discards the values of the latent variable associated with the test region in MCMC samples
based on the full dataset and re-generates them from the distribution without reference to
the actual observation of the test region. The ghosting method breaks the binding of the
latent variable to the actual observation, reducing the optimistic bias. However, it does not
correct for the optimistic bias in the model parameters. Therefore, the ghosting p-values
cannot be proved in theory to be equivalent to the LOOCV p-values.
In this paper, we propose to apply a recent method called integrated importance sampling
(iIS) proposed by Li et al. (2015) to approximate LOOCV predictive p-values in disease
mapping models. Like the ghosting method, iIS also discards and re-generates the values
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of the latent variable associated with the test region in each MCMC sample. However,
iIS also considers the adjustment of the bias in the model parameters. Technically, iIS
integrates the p-value and the likelihood of the observation of the test region with respect
to the distribution of the latent variable without reference to the actual observation. Most
importantly, the predictive p-values computed with iIS can be proved to be equivalent to
the LOOCV predictive p-values, following the general theory for IS.
This paper will be organized as follows. Section 2 reviews a Bayesian hierarchical model
for disease mapping data. Section 3 presents the details of how to compute predictive p-values
using the actual LOOCV, and four other methods using MCMC samples from the posterior
based on the full dataset: the posterior checking, the ordinary importance sampling, the
ghosting method, and the proposed iIS method. In Section 4, we look at the goodness of
the four methods by comparing their predictive p-values to the actual LOOCV predictive
p-values in Sottish lip cancer data. Our empirical results show that iIS provides predictive
p-values that are almost identical to the actual LOOCV predictive p-values and outperforms
the existing three methods. The article will be concluded in Section 5 with a brief discussion
of future work.
2 A Bayesian Disease Mapping Model
We consider a disease mapping dataset called Scotland lip cancer data, which was used in
many studies; see Stern and Cressie (2000); Spiegelhalter et al. (2002); Plummer (2008).
The data represents male lip cancer counts (over the period of 1975-1980) in the n = 56
districts of Scotland. At each district i, the data include these fields: (1) identity number
of each district i; (2) name of each district; (3) number of observed cases of lip cancer,
yobsi ; (4) number of expected cases, Ei, calculated based on standardization of “population
at risk” across different age groups; (5) standardized morbidity ratio (SMRi) for the ith
districts, SMRi ≡ yobsi /Ei; (6) percent of population employed in agriculture, fishing and
forestry, xi, used as a covariate; and (7) group of IDs of neighbouring ith district. Table 1
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shows the data for 6 districts. The full data of 56 districts can be found from Table I of
Stern and Cressie (2000).
Table 1: Scotland lip cancer data
ID District name y E SMR x Neighbours
1 Skye-Lochalsh 9 1.38 6.52 16 5,9,11,19
2 Banff-Buchan 39 8.66 4.50 16 7,10
3 Caithness 11 3.04 3.62 10 6,12
4 Berwickshire 9 2.53 3.56 24 18,20,28
5 Ross-Cromarty 15 4.26 3.52 10 1,11,12,13,19
6 Orkney 8 2.40 3.33 24 3,8
We consider a typical Bayesian disease mapping model (Stern and Cressie, 2000) with a
latent variable capturing the spatial correlation for a dataset such as Scottish lip cancer data.
Let y = (y1, · · · , yn) represent the vector of observed disease counts from n geographical
regions, E = (E1, · · · , En) indicate the expected disease counts, and λ = (λ1, · · · , λn) as
a vector of relative risk parameters. Then, conditional on the expected counts and the
relative risk parameters, the response variables are assumed independent and distributed
with Poisson:
yi|Ei, λi ∼ Poisson(λiEi). (1)
To ensure λi are positive, we model the logarithms of the relative risk, denoted by s1:n =
(s1, · · · , sn), where si = log(λi), as
s1:n ∼ Nn(α +Xβ,Φτ 2), (2)
where X denote the design matrix containing values of covariate variables and β denote the
corresponding regression coefficients and Φ = (In − φC)−1M is a matrix for capturing the
spatial correlations amongst the n districts, in which the elements of C are: cij = (Ej/Ei)
1/2
if areas i and j are neighbours, and cij = 0 if otherwise; the elements of M are: mii = E
−1
i
and mij = 0 if i 6= j; φ is a parameter measuring spatial dependence; Φ can be expressed as
M1/2(I−φM−1/2CM1/2)−1M1/2. For positive definite Φ, the range of φ, (φmin, φmax) is inverse
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of smallest and largest eigenvalues of M−1/2CM1/2 . The multivariate normal distributions
with Φ as covariance matrix are called proper conditional auto-regression (CAR) model.
Derived from the joint distribution in (2), the conditional distribution of si|s−i, α, β, φ is:
si|s−i,θ ∼ N(α + xiβ + φ
∑
j∈Ni
(cij(sj − α− xjβ)), τ 2mii), (3)
where Ni is the set of neighbours of district i and s−i denote the collection of sj except
si: {sj|j = 1, · · · , n, j 6= i}. We use θ to collectively denote the model parameter vector
(α, β, τ, φ). For conducting Bayesian analysis, θ is assigned independent and diffused priors:
α ∼ N(0, 10002), (4)
β ∼ N(0, 10002), (5)
τ 2 ∼ Inv-Gamma(0.5, 0.0005), (6)
φ ∼ Unif(φmin, φmax), (7)
where (φmin, φmax) is the interval for φ such that Φ is positive-definite.
The above model is an example of Bayesian models with unit-specific latent variables,
which can be described symbolically as follows:
yi|θ, si ∼ Py(yi|θ, si), for i = 1, . . . , n, (8)
s1:n|θ ∼ Ps(s|θ), (9)
θ ∼ pi(θ). (10)
Note that, we omit the covariate variables, such as Ei and Xi, for simplicity in the above
generic model description.
The above class of models include many models that are widely used in different prob-
lems, including the mixture models, factor analysis models, stochastic volatility models (Berg
et al., 2004; Gander and Stephens, 2007), regression models with mixed effects (Gelman and
Hill, 2006), and others. We will demonstrate our new method (iIS) for predictive checks in
the Bayesian disease mapping model. However, note that the method can be applied to all
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models that have the form as given by equations (8) - (10).
3 Predictive P-values for Identifying Outliers
3.1 Posterior Checking P-value
Based on the models specified by equations (8)-(10), the full data posterior density of
(s1:n,θ) given observations y
obs
1:n is given by:
Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n) =
n∏
j=1
Py(y
obs
j |sj,θ)Ps(s1:n|θ)pi(θ) /C1. (11)
where C1 is the normalizing constant involving only with y1:n. In posterior predictive assess-
ment, one forms a posterior predictive density or mass function for replicated yi as follows:
Ppost(yi|yobs1:n) = Epost
[
P (yi|θ, si)
]
(12)
=
∫ ∫
P (yi|θ, si)Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n) dθds1:n. (13)
In order to identify outliers for the model specified by (8)-(10), applying the general posterior
checking method (Gelman et al., 1996) is to look at the probability that the replicated yi is
greater than observed yobsi based on the posterior predictive distribution (12). Particularly,
when yi is discrete, the posterior checking p-value (Marshall and Spiegelhalter, 2003, 2007)
is defined as follows:
p-valuePost(yobsi ) = Prpost(yi > y
obs
i |yobs1:n) + 0.5Ppost(yobsi |yobs1:n), (14)
where Prpost represents the probability of a set based on Ppost(yi|yobs1:n). Note that, yobsi is
considered half in right tail for symmetry in two tails. When this p-value is very close to 0
or close 1, it indicates that the actual observed yobsi falls on the tails of (ie, is unusual to)
of Ppost(yi|yobs1:n), hence, it may be an outlier to the assumed model. The posterior checking
p-value can be rewritten as an expectation of a function of (θ, si) with respect to (11):
p-valuePost(yobsi ) = Epost(p-value(y
obs
i |θ, si)), (15)
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where p-value(yobsi |θ, si) is a p-value defined with respect to the predictive distribution of yi
given parameters and latent variable:
p-value(yobsi |θ, si) = Pr(yi > yobsi |θ, si) + 0.5P (yi = yobsi |θ, si). (16)
Using (15), we can estimate the p-value with MCMC samples from the posterior distribution
of (θ, s1:n). For the poisson model given by equation (1), the p-value given parameters and
latent variable is given by:
p-value(yobsi |θ, si) =
∑
y>yobsi
pois(y|λiEi) + 0.5pois(yobsi |λiEi), (17)
where pois is poisson probability mass function.
The posterior checking uses yobsi twice: it is used in obtaining a posterior predictive distri-
bution (12) of yi and also used to test the goodness of (12) which itself contains information
from yobsi . This double-use will introduce so-called optimistic bias, which means that the
yobsi appeares better predictable by the model. The consequence is that posterior checking
p-values are concentrated around 0.5 rather than uniformly distributed on the interval (0,1);
see Gelman (2013). An appropriate method should have different datasets for obtaining a
predictive distribution and for testing the predictive distribution. Cross-validatory methods
separate a dataset into two parts for these two different purposes.
3.2 Leave-one-out Cross-validatory Predictive P-value
Stern and Cressie (2000) propose to use leave-one-out cross-validatory (LOOCV) method
to obtain a p-value for disease mapping models. Alternately for each i, the cross-validatory
posterior distribution Ppost(-i)(θ, s1:n|yobs−i ), is formed based on the observations except yobsi :
Ppost(-i)(θ, s1:n|yobs−i ) =
∏
j 6=i
Py(y
obs
j |sj,θ)Ps(s1:n|θ)pi(θ) /C2, (18)
where C2 is the normalizing constant involving only with y
obs
−i . Note that here we assume
that the spatial relationships between n locations is not lost, only that the value of yobsi is
omitted; that is, we do not attempt to predict the location itself. The LOOCV predictive
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p-value for yobsi is defined as the expectation of p-value(y
obs
i |θ, si) with respect to Ppost(-i):
p-value(yobsi |yobs−i ) = Epost(-i)(p-value(yobsi |θ, si)) (19)
With (θ, si) integrated out in (19), the LOOCV predictive p-value can be rewritten as
p-value(yobsi |yobs−i ) = Prpost(-i)(yi > yobsi |yobs−i ) + 0.5Ppost(-i)(yobsi |yobs−i ), (20)
where the probabilities are based on the LOOCV predictive mass or density function for yi:
Ppost(-i)(yi|yobs−i ) = Epost(-i)
[
P (yi|θ, si)
]
. (21)
When yi are continuous, Marshall and Spiegelhalter (2007) gives a proof that the LOOCV
predictive p-value (19) has a uniform(0,1) distribution when the distribution used to compute
the p-value is indeed the true distribution generating yobs1:n.
Actual LOOCV requires n Markov chain simulations (each may use multiple parallel
chains), one for each validation unit. It is very time consuming, especially when the model is
complex and n is fairly large. Therefore, we are interested in approximating the expectation
in (19) for each testing observation i = 1, . . . , n with samples of (θ, s1:n) obtained with a
single MCMC simulation based on the full data set; that is, with samples drawn from the
full data posterior Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n) (11).
3.3 Non-integrated Importance Sampling
Gelfand et al. (1992) propose to use importance sampling (IS) to approximate LOOCV
prediction assessment quantities based on the full posterior. IS estimates expectations with
respect to Ppost(-i)(θ, s1:n|yobs−i ) in (18) by reweighting samples from Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n) (11).
For general and detailed discussions of importance sampling, one can refer to Geweke (1989);
Neal (1993); Gelman and Meng (1998); Liu (2001). IS method is based on rewriting the
LOOCV predictive p-value (19) as an expectation with respect to Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n):
p-valueIS(yobsi |y−i) =
Epost
[
p-value(yobsi |θ, si)W ISi (θ, s1:n)
]
Epost
[
W ISi (θ, s1:n)
] , (22)
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where the importance weight W ISi (θ, s1:n) is given by
W ISi (θ, s1:n) =
Ppost(-i)(θ, s1:n|yobs−i )
Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n)
× C2
C1
=
1
P (yobsi |θ, si)
. (23)
Then we can estimate LOOCV predictive p-value by finding Monte Carlo estimates of the
two means in the fraction of (22) with only MCMC samples from Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n). Stern
and Cressie (2000) propose to use IS to estimate the LOOCV predictive p-value in disease
mapping models as described in Section 2. We will refer to this ordinary application of IS
by non-integrated IS (nIS) to distinguish to the integrated IS to be described in Sect. 3.5.
3.4 Ghosting Method
In theory, the IS estimate (22) is valid for almost all Bayesian models with latent variables as
long as the integral itself exists and the supports of Ppost(-i)(θ, s1:n|yobs−i ) and Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n)
are the same. However, in problems with latent variables, the latent variable si is largely
bound to regions that fit well the observation yobsi . Therefore, the distribution of si marginal-
ized from Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n) may highly favour the region that fit well the observation yobsi ,
compared to the distribution of si marginalized from Ppost(-i)(θ, s1:n|yobs−i ), which is dissi-
pated to a much larger region. Therefore, although the supports of Ppost(-i)(θ, s1:n|yobs−i ) and
Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n) are the same in theory, the effective support of Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n) may be
much smaller than that of Ppost(-i)(θ, s1:n|yobs−i ), which results in the inaccuracy of IS. The
inaccuracy result in bias in the estimate and also high variability in the estimate (Peruggia,
1997).
To break the binding of si to the observation y
obs
i , Marshall and Spiegelhalter (2007)
propose that, alternately for each i, and for each MCMC sample (θ, s1:n), we discard si, and
re-generate a “ghosting” si from the distribution without reference to the actual observations
yobsi , i.e., P (si|s−i,θ). Probably because it is difficult to justify the role of such re-generated
si, they refer to it as “ghosting method”. Technically, the ghosting method estimates the
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LOOCV predictive p-value with the following equation:
p-valueghost(yobsi ) = Eghost (p-value(y
obs
i |θ, si)) , (24)
where p-value(yobsi |θ, si) is the same as in (16), and the “ghosting” distribution of (θ, s1:n) is
defined as
Pghost(si,θ) = Ppost(θ, s−i|yobs1:n)× P (si|s−i,θ), (25)
where Ppost(θ, s−i|yobs1:n) is the marginalized distribution of (θ, s−i) given the full dataset (29).
3.5 Integrated Importance Sampling
The ghosting p-value (24) cannot be proved to be equivalent to the LOOCV predictive p-
value (19). In this section, we propose to apply a new method called integrated importance
sampling (iIS) to approximate the LOOCV predictive p-value. iIS uses the same idea as
in ghosting method that new si’s are generated from P (si|s−i,θ), but can be shown to
give theoretically correct LOOCV predictive p-value (19). Generally speaking, iIS applies IS
reweighting formula to approximate an expectation with respect to the marginalized LOOCV
posterior distribution of (θ, s−i). iIS is proposed recently by Li et al. (2015) for approximating
general Bayesian predictive evaluation quantities which also includes information criterion
for comparing competing models. A dedicated discussion of iIS in general term and a working
procedure are presented in Li et al. (2015). In this section, we briefly present how to apply
iIS to the specific problem—approximating LOOCV predictive p-values.
First we can rewrite the LOOCV predictive p-value (19) as an expectation of a function
of (θ, s−i) by integrating si away:
p-value(yobsi |yobs−i ) =
∫ ∫
A(yobsi |θ, s−i)P (θ, s−i|yobs−i )dθds−i = Epost(-i)(A(yobsi |θ, s−i) (26)
where,
A(yobsi |θ, s−i) =
∫
p-value(yobsi |θ, si)P (si|s−i,θ)dsi, (27)
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Ppost(-i)(θ, s−i|yobs−i ) =
∏
j 6=i
Py(y
obs
j |sj,θ)Ps(s−i|θ)pi(θ) /C2, (28)
We will refer to the A function as integrated p-value. In using MCMC samples from the
full data posterior Ppost(θ, s1:n|yobs1:n), we discard si in each MCMC sample. The distribution
of the remaining parameters and latent variables (θ, s−i) can be derived by integrating si
out from the full data posterior (11), which results in the following expression:
Ppost(θ, s−i|yobs1:n) =
∏
j 6=i
Py(y
obs
j |sj,θ)P (s−i|θ)pi(θ)×P (yobsi |θ, s−i)/C1, (29)
where the second factor is
P (yobsi |θ, s−i) =
∫
Py(y
obs
i |si,θ)P (si|s−i,θ)dsi. (30)
We will refer to P (yobsi |θ, s−i) as integrated predictive density of yobsi since the si in
Py(y
obs
i |si,θ) is integrated out with respect to the distribution of si given θ without reference
to the actual observation yobsi . For the model specified in Sect. 2, P (si|s−i,θ) is the con-
ditional normal distribution (3). Applying the importance reweighting method to estimate
(26) with sample of (θ, s−i) from Ppost(θ, s−i|yobs1:n) (29), we obtain the following formula:
p-valueiIS(yobsi |yobs−i ) =
Epost
[
A(yobsi |θ, s−i) W iIS(θ, s−i)
]
Epost
[
W iIS(θ, s−i)
] , (31)
where the integrated importance weight W iIS is given by:
W iISi (θ, s−i) =
Ppost(-i)(θ, s−i|yobs−i )
Ppost(θ, s−i|yobs1:n)
× C2
C1
=
1
P (yobsi |θ, s−i)
. (32)
The integration over si in equations (27) and (30) is the essential difference of iIS to IS.
To apply iIS, we need to find their values. In some problems, they can be approximated with
finite summation, or calculated analytically. Otherwise, we can use Monte Carlo estimate
by re-generating si from P (si|s−i,θ) which does not condition on yobsi . Note that this re-
generation needs to be done for each i = 1, . . . , n. In this paper we use this Monte Carlo
method since we can easily sample from the normal distribution (3).
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4 An Example with Scotland Lip Cancer Data
We will compare the above four different methods of giving predictive p-values for identifying
divergent regions in the Scottish lip cancer data with respect to the Poisson model described
in Section 2. We used OpenBUGS through R package R2OpenBUGS to run MCMC to obtain
samples from the full data posterior and the LOOCV posterior. For each simulation, we ran
two parallel chains, each with 15000 iterations, and 5000 iteration for burning in, and 10000
for sampling.
We carried out actual 56 cross-validatory MCMC simulations, and used the MCMC
samples of (θ, si) to calculate the LOOCV posterior p-values (19) for each of the 56 regions.
We also simulated the posterior distribution based on the full data and then applied the
methods described in Sect. 3 to obtain predictive p-values. All of these p-values are shown
in Table A1 in the appendix. We can see that districts with very small and large LOOCV
posterior p-value were identified, which implies that the associated yobsi ’s are likely to be
outliers to the predictive distribution of yi given y
obs
−i . For example, the LOOCV posterior
p-values of district 2 and district 55 are 0.03 and 0.99, indicating that the observations of lip
cancer counts of these two districts cannot be modelled well by the assumed model (8)-(10).
In practice, for these outlier districts, one may proceed to investigate them to find out what
additional factors (covariates) could be included to accommodate the outliers; this often
generates new discoveries for improving the current model.
We illustrate the optimistic bias problem in posterior checking p-values which double-
use the data. Using the MCMC samples of (θ, s1:n) from the full data posterior and the
actual LOOCV posterior with yobs2 left out, we estimate the predictive mass functions of the
replicated y2 with equations (12) and (21) respectively, for y2 = 0, . . . , 70. We compared the
above two PMFs in Figure 1 with red vertical lines indicating the actual observed values of
yobs2 for district 2. We can see that although y
obs
2 lies on the tail of the LOOCV predictive
distribution, with LOOCV p-value = 0.03 as seen from Table A1, it is very plausible to the
13
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(a) The LOOCV predictive PMF of y2,
Ppost(-i)(y2|yobs−2) for district 2 (Banff-Buchan)
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(b) The full data posterior predictive PMF of y2,
Ppost(y2|yobs1:n) for district 2 (Banff-Buchan)
Figure 1: Comparisons of the predictive PMFs of y2 based on actual CV (21) and posterior
checking (12). The red vertical lines show the observed value yobs2 .
full data predictive PMF, with posterior checking p-value = 0.32. This bias arises because the
full data posterior has indeed learned information of yobs2 , therefore the posterior predictive
distribution of y2 is distorted to y
obs
2 . The consequence of optimistic bias is that, the posterior
checking p-values will concentrate more around 0.5 than uniform (0,1) (Gelman, 2013), and
conceal the outlier observations; when the p-values are used to check the plausibility of
an assumed model, we do not have a calibrated reference distribution. We see that this
problem of posterior checking p-values is solved by using LOOCV predictive p-values, which
are nearly uniformly distributed on (0,1), as seen from Figure 2.
We now compare the closeness of the p-values computed with posterior checking, ghost-
ing, nIS (i.e., ordinary IS described in Sect. 3.3) and iIS methods to the actual LOOCV
predictive p-values. Figure 2 presents the scatterplots of each set of predictive p-values
against the actual LOOCV p-values. From Fig. 2a, we see that the iIS p-values are al-
most identical to the actual LOOCV p-values, with the scatterplot falling exactly on the
diagonal linear line. From Figure 2b, we see that the posterior checking p-values are more
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(a) Integrated IS (iIS)
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(b) Posterior checking
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(c) Ghosting method
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(d) Non-integrated IS (nIS)
Figure 2: Scatterplots of predictive p-values against actual LOOCV predictive p-values.
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concentrated around 0.5 than the actual LOOCV predictive p-values, giving a scatterplot
of S-shape clearly distorted away from the diagonal straight line. For example, the LOOCV
predictive p-value for district 2 is 0.03 whereas the posterior checking p-value is 0.32 (num-
bers read from Table A1). The ghosting method reduces the optimistic bias with regenerated
si. However, there is still a slight S-shape in the scatterplot shown in Figure 2c. A standing-
out case is the district 45, for which the ghosting method gives a p-value 0.91, whereas the
actual LOOCV p-value is 0.96. This is because that ghosting method does not correct for
the optimistic bias in model parameters due to double-use of data. Although the ghosting
p-values are reasonably good for this dataset, they could be much worse for other datasets,
for example the S-shape of ghosting p-values is very clear in another application to a logistic
regression with independent latent variables (see Sect. 6.4 of Li et al. (2015)). The scatter-
plot of the p-values by nIS (Fig. 2d) does not show a visible S-shape; instead it shows many
jitters around the diagonal straight line, indicating the high variability in the nIS p-values.
The integrations with respect to the P (si|s−i,θ) in (27) and (32) help reduce the variability.
Table 2: Comparison of relative errors of the estimated predictive p-values to the actual
LOOCV predictive p-values. The numbers outside the brackets show means of relative errors
in 100 independent simulations. The numbers in the brackets show the standard deviations
of relative errors in the 100 simulations. Abbreviations: PCH: Posterior checking, GHO:
Ghosting, nIS: non-integrated importance sampling, iIS: integrated importance sampling.
iIS nIS GHO PCH
1.501(0.210) 12.481(1.586) 19.212(0.359) 160.580(1.101)
To quantify the error between a set of estimated p-values to the actual LOOCV p-values,
we used a relative error defined as
relative error = (1/n)
n∑
i=1
|pˆi − pi|
min(pi, 1− pi) × 100, (33)
where pˆi is an estimate of the actual LOOCV p-value pi. This measure emphasizes on the
error between pˆi and pi when pi is very small or very large, for which we demand more
on absolute error than when pi is close to 0.5 in the problem of identifying outliers. A
similar measure with only pi as denominator was suggested in Marshall and Spiegelhalter
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(2007). Here, we modify the denominator to consider the errors associated with large p-
values because large p-values also signify outliers. Table 2 shows the averages of relative
errors over 100 independent simulations for each method. Clearly, iIS outperforms all the
other competing methods. iIS not only has smaller mean of relative errors but also smaller
variability than nIS. The ghosting method is stable in the 100 replicated simulations but has
a larger consistent relative error than iIS, indicating that the S-shape in ghosting p-values
appear in all of the 100 replicated simulations. nIS is slightly better the ghosting method
because it often estimates the small p-values better than the ghosting method. However,
nIS has a larger variability. The relative errors in the posterior checking p-values are clearly
larger than all other methods.
Table 3: Comparison of computation time (in seconds). (Abbreviations: CV: actual cross
validation, PCH: Posterior checking, GHO: Ghosting, nIS: naive importance sampling and
iIS: integrated importance sampling).
LOOCV iIS nIS GHO PCH
MCMC simulations 1137.56 20.05 19.97 19.95 19.90
Computing p-values 0.99 143.65 1.25 84.06 1.12
Total 1138.55 163.70 21.22 104.00 21.01
To compare the computational efficiency of different methods for computing predictive
p-values, we also recorded execution time for the process of computing p-values. We consid-
ered time consumed in two parts: generating MCMC simulations of (θ, si) and computing
predictive p-values from the samples. As shown in Table 3, the time spending on MCMC
simulations in LOOCV method is about 56 times the time used in the other methods, because
LOOCV does 56 MCMC simulations with each observation omitted alternately; whereas the
other methods ran only one MCMC simulation given the full data. In comparison to the
actual CV, iIS saves 85% computing time. Note that this ratio will be larger when n is larger.
iIS requires more time than all the other methods because it requires the computation of
the integrals, however, the increase is still affordable in this example and worthy for more
accurate estimates of LOOCV predictive p-values.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposes to apply a new method called integrated importance sampling (iIS) to
approximate LOOCV predictive p-value in disease mapping models. We compare this new
method with other three methods existing in the literature in a real dataset. Our empirical
results show that iIS provides predictive p-values that are almost identical to actual LOOCV
predictive p-values and outperforms the existing three methods—the posterior checking, the
ordinary importance sampling and the ghosting method. The iIS method can be applied to
many other models with correlated random effects provided that the latent variable is specific
to each test observation. Interesting examples include stochastic volatility models (Berg
et al., 2004; Gander and Stephens, 2007) for modelling stock prices, and the longitudinal
model with a random effect specific to each subject (Marshall and Spiegelhalter, 2007).
The applicability of iIS requires that the latent variable is specific to each test observa-
tion. It is an interesting topic to extend the idea in iIS and the ghosting method (regen-
erating latent variables) to the models with latent variables shared by more than one test
observations. The extension may result in a more complex formula than (31). On the other
hand, our empirical results show that the ordinary importance sampling works reasonably
well in computing LOOCV predictive p-values except the instability. Another direction is
to consider other methods that aim to stabilize importance sampling, for example a recent
proposal of using Pareto distribution to model the large importance weight (Vehtari and
Gelman, 2015).
Appendix
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